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Dear friends of the Historical Diving Society
every day we stare like so many others at the latest news about Corona. At the
moment the restrictions and travel bans still prevail and it will probably take a
while before we can hold meetings again.
It wasn't easy for us to make a decision about the upcoming meetings - especially
the main meeting in June is always a great opportunity for exchange. But all the
complaining doesn't help here, we have to face the fact that we can't hold Leipzig
this year. But more about that on the following page.
We wish you and the families that the chalice may pass and good health!
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Einblicke – News from your HTG – extra news

The annual International Classical Divers' Meeting traditionally attracts participants from various European
countries and also from other regions of the world. For this year
we had planned the meeting in Leipzig. With a reorientation we want to strengthen the
Focus on "active diving" and "conversation exchange" in order to meet the wishes of the participants.
Unfortunately the current situation in times of Corona does not allow to hold the meeting this year,
which is why we had to decide to cancel it, which we regret very much. But since we are convinced of the
new concept, we want to make up for this meeting in 2 years, when life will be back on a halfway orderly
course. For next year we have left the already planned meeting in Neustadt an der Weinstrasse with the
general meeting for the time being and are confident that it will be feasible.
)

As already announced in the last newsletters, a diver meeting should take place on the weekend 10 - 12
July 2020 in the quarry in Hemmor.
The occasion of the meeting is the 10th anniversary of the magazine "wetnotes" of our member Jens
Höner. More than 60 companies and organisations have already confirmed their participation in this
meeting and we have also gladly joined in.
Unfortunately the meeting had to be cancelled by the organizer for this year - but postponed is not
cancelled. It will take place on the same weekend in 2021 - and we have gladly accepted. With a stand,
exhibition and also demonstrations we want to contribute to the meeting - whether then also a taster
diving in a helmet will be possible, the future will show.
We will publish more details about the schedule as soon as possible - but it is definitely too early for that
now.
If you want to come as a member of the HTG to watch or even help out, please let us know so that we can
include this in our considerations.
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Currently we have no planned events for the
HTG in 2020. We hope to be able to hold local
meetings in north/east/south in autumn. This will
be decided in the course of time - more
information will follow.
In September the annual meeting of the Czech
HTG should take place in Borena Hora. This nice
meeting with diving possibility is definitely a
recommendation! Hopefully it can take place.

Also for 2021 we have already fixed the dates.
Then we meet again in Neustadt an der
Weinstraße. Date is the 11th to 13.6.2021

In 2022 we want to give the meeting in Leipzig
another try.

Please follow!
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